
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List D-2:  /ĭ/, /ŏ/, and /ŭ/

Spelling Words Review

costume

swift

cotton

imitate

suddenly

building

kitchen

cousin

window

shock

  fling 

crunch

shrimp 

switch

fudge 

prompt

olive

follower 

octopus 

important

twister

plump

stomp

Challenge

chimpanzee

obstacle

Answer the questions.

1.  Which sound, /ŏ/ or /ŭ/, do you hear  in the word cousin?            ______________________

2.  Which sound, /ŭ/ or  /ĭ/, do you hear in the word building?                 ______________________

3.  How many /ĭ/ sounds do you hear in the word imitate?        ______________________

4.  How many /ŏ/ sounds do you hear in the word cotton?     ______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a sea creature with eight arms           _________________________

6.  unexpectedly; without warning                       _________________________

7.  throw or toss something                                                          _________________________

8. a room where food is prepared or cooked               _________________________

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    lolfwreo      ___________________     hint: someone who follows 

10.  mrpsih          ___________________     hint: a shellfish people often eat for food

11.  rmtpop        ___________________     hint: quick; without delay

12.  unrchc         ___________________     hint: chomp or munch 
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Name: _________________________________                           List D-2: /ĭ/, /ŏ/, and /ŭ/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

important switch olive fudge

swift costume shock  window

13.  Mrs. Kaiser drizzled the Brussels sprouts with  ________________________  oil and spread them 

on a pan. 

14.  Quinn went to the store to pick out a Halloween  ________________________.     

15.  The horse galloped with a  ________________________  and graceful gait.

16. The candy shop was giving out free samples of  ________________________.  

17. Can you please open the  ________________________?  It's getting stuffy in here. 

18. When Anne heard the news, she was in a state of  ________________________. 

19. Cody wants to  ________________________  seats with his dad on the airplane so he can have

the window seat. 

20. “Don't forget you have an  ________________________  test to study for,” Mom reminded 

Allison. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word rhymes with the word chomp? ___________________________

22. Which review word rhymes with the word mister? ___________________________

23. Which review word rhymes with the word stump? ___________________________

24. Name the challenge word that begins with a vowel. ___________________________

25. Name the challenge word that begins with a consonant.   ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List D-2: /ĭ/, /ŏ/, and /ŭ/

Spelling Words Review

costume

swift

cotton

imitate

suddenly

building

kitchen

cousin

window

shock

   fling

crunch

shrimp

switch

fudge

prompt

olive

follower

octopus

important

twister

plump

stomp

Challenge

chimpanzee

obstacle

Answer the questions.

1.  Which sound, /ŏ/ or /ŭ/, do you hear  in the word cousin?            /ŭ/

2.  Which sound, /ŭ/ or  /ĭ/, do you hear in the word building?                 /ĭ/

3.  How many /ĭ/ sounds do you hear in the word imitate?        2   /ĭ/ sounds

4.  How many /ŏ/ sounds do you hear in the word cotton?     1   /ŏ/ sound

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a sea creature with eight arms           octopus 

6.  unexpectedly; without warning                       suddenly 

7.  throw or toss something                                                          fling

8. a room where food is prepared or cooked               kitchen  

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    lolfwreo               follower          hint: someone who follows 

10.  mrpsih            shrimp          hint: a shellfish people often eat for food

11.  rmtpop          prompt               hint: quick; without delay

12.  unrchc           crunch          hint: chomp or munch 
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Name: _________________________________                           List D-2: /ĭ/, /ŏ/, and /ŭ/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

important switch olive fudge

swift costume shock  window

13.  Mrs. Kaiser drizzled the Brussels sprouts with olive oil and spread them on a pan. 

14.  Quinn went to the store to pick out a Halloween costume.     

15.  The horse galloped with a swift and graceful gait.

16. The candy shop was giving out free samples of fudge.  

17. Can you please open the window?  It's getting stuffy in here. 

18. When Anne heard the news, she was in a state of shock. 

19. Cody wants to switch seats with his dad on the airplane so he can have 

the window seat. 

20. “Don't forget you have an important test to study for,” Mom reminded Allison. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word rhymes with the word chomp? stomp

22. Which review word rhymes with the word mister? twister

23. Which review word rhymes with the word stump? plump 

24. Name the challenge word that begins with a vowel. obstacle

25. Name the challenge word that begins with a consonant.   chimpanzee 
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